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ABSTRACT: A chelation-directed self-sorting synthesis
of a series of cationic heterometallic coordination cages
(HCCs) with tunable sizes is described. Two complexation
modes were found in the cage-forming process. Metal-
anchoring host−guest behavior and size-selective in-cage
catalytic activities were found for the HCCs.

Coordination-driven self-assembly is a promising tool for
application-oriented structural manipulation of coordina-

tion macrocycles/cages.1−3 One intriguing task in this research
area is to functionalize the architectures with secondary metal
sites. Synthesizing heterometallic coordination cages (HCCs)
would be attractive due to the combination of open metal sites
and the inner cavity (Figure 1), which can result in novel

functionalities such as metal-anchored encapsulation and
enzyme-mimicking supramolecular catalysis. In particular,
there are extraordinary similarities between catalysis inside
HCCs and enzyme catalysis: a combination of (i) catalytic
pockets which regulate and select substrates and (ii) active sites
which complete the catalysis.4 Additionally, the homogeneous
nature of HCCs, which distinguish them from the spatially
infinite heterometallic metal−organic frameworks (HMOFs),5

can mimic the individual host−guest recognition of enzymes
and allows more detailed mechanistic investigations. Interesting
selectivities were observed based on the size and the orientation
of substrates in HCC catalysis, as is also observed in enzyme
catalysis.6

As a candidate for use as an artificial enzyme, it is crucial that
the size and the active sites of an HCC are variable to adapt
different reactions and substrates. Unfortunately, the formation
of HCCs is challenging due to the difficulty in achieving
selective coordination, as well as their poorer structural
stabilities compared with HMOFs. As a result, a universal

methodology to develop an HCC family with variable sizes and
active sites is yet to be reported.7 Recently, we have reported a
series of size-extending heterometallic metallarectangles,8 using
the heteroligand synthetic strategy based on Cp*M (M = Ir,
Rh) metal corners.9 However, borromean-type ring structures
that block the inner cavities were found when using long
bridging ligands.10 In this work, we introduce three-dimen-
sional cage structures to prevent the formation of interlocking
structures or interpenetration. A series of cuboid Ir−Cu, Ir−Ni,
and Ir−Zn heterometallic coordination cages ([HCC-1]8+−
[HCC-6]8+) is reported, isolated as the triflate salts, with the
distances between two nearby secondary metal centers in the
HCC easily controlled by adjusting the lengths of the bridging
ligands. No interlocking structures or interpenetration is found
in the large metal−metal separation. Metal-anchoring host−
guest behavior was found inside the HCCs. A proof-of-concept
catalytic investigation based on an acetalization reaction is also
conducted herein, which demonstrates in-cage size selectivities
using the HCC catalyst.
N,N′-1,4-Phenylenebis(oxamate) (H2ppba) was chosen to

build HCCs based on two considerations: (i) it can function as
a bridging ligand with a pair of O∧O chelating sites and a pair of
O∧N chelating sites and may lead to selective coordination with
different metal centers; (ii) coordination of ppba to copper was
reported to give a planar four-coordinate copper center,11a

which is coordinatively unsaturated and may function as a
catalytically active site. Similar coordination modes were also
reported between the oxamate group and nickel/zinc.11b

The first step to construct HCCs is to synthesize the planar
heterometallic building blocks (Scheme 1). The planar

heterometallic complex 1a was isolated as the product of a
self-sorting reaction. [Cp*IrCl2]2 (1 equiv) was treated with the
complex of Cu(NO3)2 and N,N′-1,4-phenylene-bis(oxamic acid
ethyl ester) (H2Et2ppba) for 6 h in a solvent mixture of
CH2Cl2/MeOH/H2O. As a result of the self-sorting reaction,
1a was isolated as a yellow precipitate. Complex 1a has poor
solubility in water, methanol, and most common organic
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Figure 1. Representation of classical coordination macrocycles (left)
and heterometallic coordination cages (right).

Scheme 1. Self-Sorting Formation of Heterometallic
Building Blocks
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solvents, but is slightly soluble in acetonitrile. ESI-MS indicates
a composition corresponding to (Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2Cl4
(Figure 2a).

Complexes 1b and 1c were also synthesized in a similar
procedure using M(NO3)2 (M = Ni, Zn) as the source of the
secondary metal. The solubilities of 1b and 1c are even poorer
than 1a. Therefore, they cannot be characterized by ESI-MS.
However, the EA analysis of the complex supports the
formulation of (Cp*Ir)4M2(ppba)2Cl4 (M = Ni, Zn).
No structural insight into 1a−c could be obtained due to

their poor solubilities, preventing growth of single crystals
suitable for X-ray diffraction analysis. Therefore, the exact
coordination mode of 1a−c cannot be determined. Although
the Cu(II) centers in homometallic [Cu2(ppba)2]

4− bind the
O∧N sites,11a an alternative coordination mode was proposed
for heterometallic complex 1a: copper should coordinate to the
O∧O site, while the iridium coordinates to the O∧N site (Figure
2c). The reasons are as follows: (i) due to the electronic effects
of the ancillary ligand, Cp*Ir(III) could be seen as a soft Lewis
acid, whereas Cu(II) is a borderline Lewis acid.12 Con-
sequently, compared with copper, Cp*Ir should have more
affinity to nitrogen atoms. (ii) More importantly, the structures
of the HCC products of the following reaction, in which copper
ions also bind the O∧O sites and iridium the O∧N sites, support
the assumption about the structure of 1a, as will be mentioned
below. We also propose a similar structure for 1b and 1c for the
same reasons.
Using 1a as the building block, [HCC-1]8+−[HCC-4]8+ were

constructed in the second assembly step. Complex 1a was
treated with AgOTf to break the Ir−Cl bonds, followed by
addition of bridging ligands L [L = pyrazine, 4,4′-bipyridine
(bpy), 1,2-bis(pyridin-4-yl)ethane (bpe), 1,4-bis(pyridine-4-
yl)benzene (bpb)), Scheme 2]. Excess AgOTf was eliminated
by adding I− anions to the solution. The formation of [HCC-
1][OTf]8−[HCC-4][OTf]8 was characterized by ESI-MS,
which indicates the complexation of two (Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2

4+

moieties and four L molecules, along with eight OTf−

counteranions. It is noteworthy that, for all cases of HCCs,
no dimeric or trimeric product was detected in the ESI-MS
spectra. For example, in our previous study, the bpb-linked
heterometallic metallarectangle shows a trimeric structure in
both ESI-MS and single-crystal X-ray studies. In contrast, in the
case of HCCs, bpb-linked [HCC-4][OTf]8 shows only a

monomeric m/z peak (Figure 2e), as does the pyrazine-linked
[HCC-1][OTf]8 (Figure 2d). The introduction of the 3d cage
structure resulted in preventing the inner cavities of HCCs
from forming borromean packing and other interlocking
structures. The counteranion plays an important role in the
solubility of HCCs. Changing of the OTf− counterion to PF6

−

or NO3
− anions will result in insoluble solids.

The structures of [HCC-1]8+ and [HCC-2]8+ were
confirmed by single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis of the
triflate salts. Two complexation modes were found (Figure 3).
The structure of [HCC-1]8+ was found to be a cuboid-shaped
cage with eight Cp*Ir units at the corners of the cuboid and
two pairs of planar tetracoordinate Cu(II) units facing each
other (Figure 3a,c). Each copper atom coordinates to two O∧O
chelating sites of two ppba units, whereas the iridium atoms
coordinate to the O∧N chelating sites. This structure supports

Figure 2. (a) ESI-MS spectra of [1a − Cl]+ (red: experimental, blue:
theoretical); (b and c) two plausible structures of 1a−c; (d) ESI-MS
spectra of [HCC-1][OTf−]5

3+; (e) ESI-MS spectra of [HCC-
4][OTf−]5

3+.

Scheme 2. Stepwise Assembly of [HCC-1]8+−[HCC-6]8+

Figure 3. (a) Molecular structure of [HCC-1]8+; (b) molecular
structure of [HCC-2]8+; (c) side view of [HCC-1]8+; (d) side view of
[HCC-2]8+. Purple, turquiose, blue, red, and gray represent iridium,
copper, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon atoms, respectively. Hydrogen
atoms, anions, and solvent molecules have been omitted for clarity.
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our hypothesis about the structure of 1, which has the same
coordination mode. The size of the cage is 8.33 × 10.82 × 7.01
Å3 (Ir−Ir distance), with a distance of 7.01 Å between two face-
to-face copper centers (Figure 3c). This distance is typical in
pyrazine-bridged macrocycles/cages.13

Unlike [HCC-1]8+, [HCC-2]8+ has a distorted cage
structure. The coordination mode of the (Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2

4+

moieties in [HCC-1]8+ is the same as that in [HCC-2]8+, but
two (Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2

4+ fragments are distorted by 90°
(Figure 3b,d). Two factors could be taken into consideration in
explaining why such a distortion occurs: (i) Due to the
noncoplanar nature of the two pyridine rings in bpy (the angle
between two pyridine rings is 37.6°), the distorted geometry
would be more thermodynamically favorable, so that the Cp*
and pyridine rings could be far away from each other;14 (ii) bpy
is longer and more flexible than pyrazine; therefore it could
slightly bend to cover the length difference of two distorted
(Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2

4+ moieties (8.33 Å in one direction and
10.82 Å in another). Because of the distortion, there were no
face-to-face copper centers in the cage. Each copper center is
facing the closest C−C bond of the opposite ppba, with a
distance of 9.64 Å (Figure 3d).
Unfortunately, for [HCC-3][OTf]8 and [HCC-4][OTf]8, no

suitable single crystal could be obtained. We propose for these a
similar complexation mode to that of [HCC-1]8+, in which
coppers of two (Cp*Ir)4Cu2(ppba)2

4+ face each other (Scheme
2). The proposition is based on the observation that the degree
of noncoplanarity of the two pyridine groups in bpe and bpb in
our previous results is much less than that in [HCC-2]8+.8

The self-sorting strategy for the synthesis of HCCs is proven
to be suitable not only for copper as the secondary metal but
also for other transition metals. [HCC-5]8+ and [HCC-6]8+,
with nickel and zinc at the second site, respectively, can be
formed following the protocol similar to that of [HCC-1]8+−
[HCC-4]8+, using 1b and 1c as the building blocks, and was
characterized by ESI-MS.
Weak solvent interactions on the unsaturated copper sites

were observed in both [HCC-1]8+ and [HCC-2]8+, showing
that the second metal sites are “active”. Each copper center in
[HCC-1]8+ coordinates to water molecules and methanol
molecules at the direction perpendicular to the tetracoordinate
plane. In [HCC-2]8+, each copper atom coordinates to one
OTf− anion perpendicular to the square plane outside the cage
and one water molecule inside the cage. In both cases, the
distances between the copper and solvent/anion oxygen atoms
(2.30−2.39 Å) are significantly longer than those between the
copper and oxygen atoms of ppba (1.96−1.99 Å), which
indicates a much weaker coordination. Accordingly, these two
water molecules could leave the copper centers easily in the
catalysis process, leaving the metal centers open for substrate
binding.
The “activeness” of the second metal sites could be further

demonstrated by evidence of the interesting metal-anchoring
host−guest behavior of HCCs. When adding excess AgOTf to
the solution of [HCC-1]8+, the encapsulation of AgOTf is
revealed by the solid-state structure of {AgOTf ⊂ [HCC-1]8+}
(Figure 4a,b), in which the Ag+ cations and OTf− anions are
encapsulated by different interaction modes: two silver cations
are trapped by the pseudo crown ether structures of the
Cu2ppba2 moietes (Figure 4a), whereas two OTf− anions are
found inside the cage cavities between two copper atoms
(Figure 4b). This encapsulation of both anions and cations is
caused by weak interactions. The distances between the copper

ions and oxygen atoms in OTf− anions are around 2.4 Å, and
the distances between silver cations and oxygen atoms in ppba
ligands are around 3.1−3.2 Å. Similar encapsulation behavior of
AgOTf was also found in [HCC-6]8+. The structure of [HCC-
6]8+ is similar to that of [HCC-1]8+, as well as the binding
mode of silver cations and OTf− anions (Figure 4c,d). Metal-
anchoring encapsulation behavior was also found in [HCC-
5]8+. Although the crystal structure of naked [HCC-5]8+ could
not be obtained, when excess pyrazine was added, a pyrazine-
coordinated [HCC-5]8+ complex could be crystallized (Figure
4e,f).
The copper center of HCCs can be seen as a Lewis acid. Due

to their heterometallic structure, the Lewis acidity of the copper
centers would increase due to the strong electron withdrawing
effect of the Cp*Ir group through conjugate bonds.15 This
phenomenon could benefit Lewis acid assisted catalysis using
this framework. [HCC-1][OTf]8 shows excellent size selectivity
in catalyzing the acetalization of aldehydes (Table 1). Large
substrates tend to be blocked by the cage and therefore cannot
undergo the catalysis. Kinetic studies of [HCC-1][OTf]8
systems support our proposition of in-cage two-center catalytic
acetalization in [HCC-1][OTf]8. In addition, [HCC-5][OTf]8
was found to be catalytically inactive, indicating that copper is
the active site in the catalytic process. These results
demonstrate that the size selectivities shown in Table 1 are
indeed caused by the “second-site” in-cage catalysis.16

In conclusion, we have developed a chelation-directed self-
sorting strategy to efficiently construct a series of heterometallic
metal−organic cages. The strategy can be applied to different
transition metals as the second site, such as copper, nickel, and
zinc. Interesting metal-anchoring host−guest behavior was
observed inside the HCCs. An in-cage size-selective catalytic
procedure was found for [HCC-1][OTf]8. We believe that our
synthetic strategy can allow us to develop a larger HCC family
with increased structural complexity and controllability to

Figure 4. (a) Molecular structure of {AgOTf ⊂ [HCC-1]8+}; (b) side
view of {AgOTf ⊂ [HCC-1]8+}; (c) cation structure of {AgOTf ⊂
[HCC-6]8+}; (d) side view of {AgOTf ⊂ [HCC-6]8+}; (e) cation
structure of {pyrazine ⊂ [HCC-5]8+}; (f) side view of {pyrazine ⊂
[HCC-5]8+}. Blue gray, silver; yellow, sulfur; green, fluorine; dark
green, nickel.
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provide better candidates for enzyme-mimicking (biomimetic)
catalysis. We are currently trying to control the cage-refined
environment of the active sites by ligand modification.
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Table 1. Competitive Acetalizations with [HCC-1][OTf]8
a

entry substrate additiveb yield [%]c

1 benzaldehyde + 2a − 3: 80
4a: 13

2 benzaldehyde + 2a benzonitrile 3: 94
4a: trace

3 benzaldehyde + 2b benzonitrile 3: 92
4b: 11

4 benzaldehyde + 2c benzonitrile 3: 89
4c: 24

aReaction conditions: aldehyde (0.5 mmol), catalyst (0.005 mmol) in
CH3NO2/MeOH (2:3). b0.5 mmol. cDetermined by GC analysis
using naphthalene or methylbenzene as internal standard.
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